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Abstract--In this paper, we review an established method of finite element mesh generation, as presented 
by Akin, and demonstrate a major limitation of this technique. A modification of the method to overcome 
this limitation is presented and illustrated by a numerical example. Isoparametric elements are used in 
the computation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When applying the finite element method to a partial differential equation in a rectangular domain, 
it is possible to use rectangular or right-triangular elements. The boundary is then represented 
exactly and, in the simplest case, all the elements are congruent. This means that all the element 
stiffness matrices are identical. In fact, even if the elements are not congruent, but are right-angled 
triangles or rectangles, each element stiffness matrix depends only upon the area of its element. 
However, in many cases, we are required to solve a partial differential equation in a more 
complex plane domain, the boundary of which may be approximated bya mathematical function. 
Typically, we use piecewise polynomials to approximate, or fit, such a boundary. We then divide 
the interior of the domain into elements in such a way that the boundary segments are edges of 
the outermost elements. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we review a method of Akin [1], based upon the solution of Laplace's 
equation, for creating a mesh for a complex region S' by mapping a simple region S onto it. 
Justification for this method may be found in an analogy with a problem of heat conduction. Thus, 
if we imagine a steady-state h at conduction problem with a well-behaved temperature specified 
on the boundary C of the domain S, we can expect a well-behaved temperature distribution 
throughout the domain. This temperature distribution will satisfy Laplace's equation in the domain 
S with Dirichlet conditions on the boundary C. Correspondingly, in Akin's method of mesh 
generation, we have a well-behaved distribution of position vectors describing the boundary C' of 
S' and these give us our Dirichlet boundary conditions. Therefore, if we solve Laplace's equation 
over S, taking the components of position vectors of nodes in S' as our dependent variables and 
the components of position vectors in S as our independent variables, we may, from a uniform 
distribution of nodes in S, expect o obtain a reasonable distribution of nodes in S'. 
In Section 2.1, we show in detail how this Laplace mapping method may be used to obtain a 
mesh over a circular region from a uniform mesh over a square. 
Once we have discretized the domain, we note that in general, our elements, for which we need 
to find element stiffness matrices, are quite irregular. In order to deal with such elements, we adopt 
the isoparametric approach; typically, the element stiffness matrix for a linear isoparametric element 
used in solving Poisson's equation is derived in Ref. [2]. 
In Section 2.2, we show how the mesh generated in Section 2.1 and the isoparametric element 
stiffness matrix found in Ref. [2] may be used to solve Laplace's equation with any Dirichlet 
boundary conditions on a circle. We present he solution to a particular problem, together with 
corresponding finite element solutions for quadratic triangles and bilinear quadrilaterals, and 
compare the results with the analytic solution. 
Unfortunately, the Laplace mapping method, described in Ref. [1], does not always work 
satisfactorily. Difficulties can arise when some part of C' is described by a badly-behaved function 
(e.g. C' has re-entrant corners or other concavities), causing badly-behaved boundary conditions. 
In Section 3 we illustrate this problem by a particular example where a mapping carried out as 
described above leads to overlapping elements. 
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In  Section 4, we indicate a way of overcoming this difficulty and in Section 4.1, we apply this 
method successfully to the specific example described in Section 3. 
Conclusions are summarized in Section 5. 
2. AKIN'S METHOD 
The method of finite elements is readily applied to the solution of Laplace's equation in a 
retangular domain by dividing the domain into retangular or right-triangular elements. We now 
proceed, following Ref. [1], to show how this solution may be used to generate an irregular 
triangular or quadrilateral mesh over a non-rectangular domain. 
Suppose we wish to solve a partial differential equation in an arbitrary plane domain S'. Then, 
if X, Y are cartesian coordinates in the plane of S' and x, y denote similar coordinates in the plane 
of a rectangular domain S, we may regard X and Y as functions of x and y defining a mapping 
of S onto S'. We seek to evaluate these functions at the vertices of a regular mesh in S (Fig. 1) 
in order to obtain the coordinates of corresponding vertices of an irregular mesh in S'. To do this, 
we prescribe the correspondence b tween the boundaries of S and S' by specifying the values of 
X(x, y) and Y(x, y) at boundary nodes of the mesh in S to give corresponding nodes on the 
boundary of S'. Thus X and Y satisfy Dirichlet conditions on the boundary of S. 
Hence, we must solve 
&2X(x' Y) = 0 d2X(x' Y) + (1) 
dx 2 3y2 
with X specified on S, to correspond to the boundary of S', and solve 
d2Y(x,y) OEy(x'Y) + = 0 (2) 
~x 2 ~y2 
with Y specified on S similarly. 
From the heat conduction analogy described in the Introduction, we may expect o obtain a 
reasonable distribution of X, Y coordinate pairs in S', given any reasonable boundary correspon- 
dence. 
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Fig. 1. A basic square domain. 
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2. I. Example--mesh within a circle 
To illustrate the method outlined above, let S' be the unit disc 
0~<r~<l, 0~<0<2n.  
In this case we begin with a square mesh covering 
O <<. x <<. n /2, O <<. y <~ n /2, 
as shown in Fig. 1, and map the boundary of this mesh onto the unit circle, or more precisely, 
onto a 24-sided polygonal approximation tothis circle, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, for all nodes lying 
on the line y = 0, 0 ~<x ~< n/2, we demand that X(x ,y )  ffi cosx and Y(x ,y)  = sinx and similarly 
for the other three boundary lines, i.e. conditions 
- - ' x  
X(x, 0) = cos x, (3) 
X(x, n/2) = - sin x, (4) 
X(0, y) = cos y, (5) 
X(n/2, y) = - sin y, (6) 
Y(x, 0) = sin x, (7) 
Y(x, rc/2) = - cos x, (8) 
Y(0, y) = - sin y (9) 
Y(n/2, y) = cos y, (10) 
are required for nodes lying on the boundary of the square mesh. So the solution of equation (1) 
is sought subject to boundary conditions (3)--(6), and equation (2) is to be solved subject to 
conditions (7)--(10). The complete mesh generated in this way is shown in Fig. 3. 
Note that the diagonals which divide each square into two triangles for Fig. 1 all run in the same 
direction. However, the diagonals of the image quadrilaterals do not necessarily join the 
corresponding vertices. In order to ensure the stability of the finite element method, we aim to use 
triangles which are as near to being equilaterial as possible [3]. Therefore, we choose the shorter 
diagonal of each quadrilateral to define the triangles. This accounts for the symmetry in Fig. 3 
which is lacking in Fig. 1. 
2.2. Example--the solution of Laplace's equation in a circle 
As an example we consider the solution of Laplace's equation in plane polar coordinates 
202U OU O2U 
r ~-~ + rTv + ~--~ = o ( l l )  
x 
and 
Fig. 2. Mapping of a square boundary onto a circle (approximate). 
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Fig. 3. The mesh generated on the unit circle. 
in the unit disc 
subject to the boundary condition 
0~r~l ,  0~0<2n 
u(1, 0) = 5 sin 0 + cos 20. (12) 
We begin by generating a mesh over the circular region as outlined in Section 2.1. We then 
evaluate the isoparametric element stiffness matrix for each element in turn and assemble the global 
stiffness matrix in the usual way. By solving the resulting system of algebraic equations we obtain 
the solution of the differential equation at each of our nodes. 
The analytic solution is 
u(r, O) = 5r sin 0 + r 2 cos 20. (13) 
Results obtained by using linear triangular elements, quadratic triangular elements and bilinear 
quadrilateral elements for this problem are given in Table 1. If ei represents the error in the 
approximation at global node i, then we define by 
N 
I[ e II 2 = ~ e 2 (14) 
i= l  
Table I. Results for Lapla¢ian problem in a circle 
Type of element No. of nodes I[e [I 2 II e II o~ 
Linear triangle 25 0.021964 0.010982 
81 0.013198 0.003041 
289 0.006856 0.000784 
1089 0.003458 0.000198 
Quadratic triangle 25 0.099762 0.092143 
(3 quadrature points) 81 0.015999 0.00580,9 
289 0.002296 0.000679 
(7 quadrature points) 25 0.028219 0.022094 
81 0.003956 0.001829 
289 0.000693 0.000217 
Bilinear quadrilateral 25 0.019103 0.009551 
91 0.006858 0.001615 
289 0.003147 0.000265 
1089 0.001550 0.000168 
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and 
lie II ~ = max levi (15) 
t 
the 12-norm error and the l~o-norm error, respectively. The best results obtained for this problem 
are those for quadratic triangular elements with seven Gauss quadrature points [4]. 
3. MAPPING DIFF ICULT IES  
The Laplace mapping technique works well provided the domain S' is sufficiently well-behaved. 
Certain features, however, such as re-entrant corners or other concavities, can lead to difficulties. 
In particular, we note that we may retain in our mapping the four corners of the square 
boundary, or more generally a rectangle, or we may smooth them out. However, we must not 
"sharpen" these angles in such a way as to cause a concave region. Thus, for example, if we leave 
three sides of the original rectangle unchanged, but map the fourth onto an outward directed 
(convex) semi-circle, the mapping then achieved is well-behaved; whereas if the fourth side is 
mapped onto an inward directed (concave) semi-circle, two of the original fight-angles are then 
mapped onto zero angles and so the mapping is not well-behaved. 
This latter case is illustrated in Fig. 4, where Cm, C2, C3 and C4 denote the four parts of C, and 
C~, C~, C~ and C~ the coresponding parts of C'. Here the difficulty is evident in the distribution 
of Y-values obtained by solving equation (2) subject o the boundary conditions 
Y=y when x =0( to  map C~ onto Ci), (16) 
Y = y when x = n (to map C2 onto C~), (17) 
Y = (lt/2) sin x when y = 0 (to map Ca onto C~) (18) 
and 
Y = 7r when 
The analytic solution to this problem is 
whence 
y=n( tomap Ca onto C~). (19) 
7r sin x 
Y(x, y) = 2 sinh n sinh(n - y) + y, (20) 
a Y n cosh n 
(x. y) = (,/2. 0) -- 1 2 sinh----~ < 0. (2 l) 
It follows that Y(~/2, E)< Y(n/2, 0 )= n/2 for some sufficiently small E > 0. Hence, there is a 
danger that one or more internal mesh points may be mapped outside the boundary of S'. Thus, 
the mapping from S to S' is not one-one and so elements may overlap each other or be inside 
out. Such is the case in Fig. 5, which clearly shows that the domain S' is not being approximated 
correctly. 
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Fig. 4. Mapping of a regular domain onto a concave irregular domain. 
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Fig. 5. A bad mapping due to a concave region. 
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4. MODIF ICATION OF AKIN'S METHOD 
In this section we describe a new method for overcoming the difficulties outlined in Secton 3. 
It is based on forcing some internal nodes to lie in specific positions to ensure that the whole mesh 
is mapped reasonably from S to S'. This procedure can be carried out in the following way. We 
subdivide the domain into several parts, each of which is regarded as the domain of one Laplacian 
problem, so that each line separating one domain from another provides Dirichlet boundary 
conditions for both of its adjacent domains. Since the boundary conditions are common to a pair 
of adjacent subdomains, we do not in practice have to solve the "subproblems" independently. 
Instead, these boundary conditions are simply substituted into the system of algebraic equations 
obtained using the original Laplace mapping technique. 
4. I. Example--mesh generation for a domain with a badly-behaved boundary 
To illustrate the method escribed in the preceding paragraph, suppose we wish to create a mesh 
for the domain S' shown in Fig. 4. We force the line x = n/2, 0 ~< y ~< n to map onto the line 
X = n/2, n/2 ~< Y ~< n in addition to the other boundary conditions (16)-(19) (Fig. 6). 
Hence, we solve equation (1) subject o the boundary conditions 
X=0 when x=0,  (22) 
X=n when x=n,  (23) 
X = (~/2)(1 - cos x) when y = 0, (24) 
X=x when y=n (25) 
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Fig. 6. Mapping with internal node specification. 
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and 
X ffi ~/2 when x = ~/2, (26) 
and we solve equation (2) subject o boundary conditions (16)-(19) together with the condition 
Y=(~+y)/2 when x=x/2. (27) 
Figure 7 shows how these particular extra boundary conditions at x = 7r/2 force all the interior 
nodes of S into the interior of S'. Figure 7 should be compared with Fig. 5. 
It should be noted that, when dealing with regions which cause this "badly-defined element" 
problem, there is no general rule to be followed for mapping one region to another and therefore 
Fig. 7. The improved mapping for the concave r gion. 
X 
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Fig. 8. A satisfactory mesh for computational purposes. 
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the extra nodes have to be specified with discretion. Indeed, although the mesh shown in Fig. 7 
is a substantial improvement over that in Fig. 5 in the sense that all the elements have the same 
orientation and so are well-defined, some of the elements are so long and thin that they would bring 
instability into the finite element computation [3]. However, if we solve equations (1) and (2) subject 
to the following, more detailed, boundary conditions, the elements obtained are not only 
well-defined, but provide the means for a more stable numerical treatment in the partial differential 
equation: 
X=(n/2)(l-cosx)},) when y=0,  (28) 
Y (n/2) sinx J 
X=x~ when y=n, (29) 
Y rr) 
X=0 } when x=0,  (30) 
Y -0.4y2/n + 1.4y 
X=rr  ~ when x=rr  (31) Y -0.4yE/zt +1.4y ) 
Xy = (n/2)sin(n/4)(1-y/n)(n/2)[1 - cos n/4)](1 -y/n) + y/4} when x = n/4, (32) 
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and 
X = (7t/2)[1 - cos(31t /4)] (1 - y/Tt) + 3y/4 l when 
x 37c/4 (33) 
Y -- (it/2)sin(air/4) (1- y/lt) J 
X /2 lg ) 
when x = rr/2. 
r = (zr +y) /2 J  
Figure 8 shows the mesh which results if we use these boundary conditions. 
(34) 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have reviewed Akin's (Laplace mapping) method of mesh generation, whereby 
the solution of Laplace's equation in a rectangle, with Dirichlet boundary conditions, is used to 
generate two-dimensional finite element meshes uitable for the solution of partial differential 
equations in arbitrary plane domains. 
We have illustrated the use of this method in conjunction with isoparametric elements by solving 
Laplace's equation in a unit circle. 
We have shown that the Laplace mapping method fails in certain circumstances and have 
presented a modification to the original method which overcomes this problem. This modification 
too is illustrated by a numerical example. 
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